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Abstract

This bibliography records publications of Charles Babbage.
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Bowers [Kem79].

box [Ros94b].
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Branches [Bab17c, Bab30c].

breakfast [Sny11].

Breaking [Bab57].
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Brian [Kem79].
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Bridgewater
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[Bab47c]. Nervous
[Mus06]. Neumann
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[Ano11]. News
[Ano82b, Bar00a, Bar00b].
newspaper
[Bab51d]. Nineteenth
[Car69, Cla03, Fre03, Mac19].
nineteenth-century
[Fre03]. Ninth
[Bab37a, Bab38a, CK89t, Car69, Bab09]. No
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Swa96, Swa05, Tur91, Tay92]. no.
[Ber92b, Tee94]. Norberg
Asp07, CW91, Mis07. Norrington [Sus11]. Norwegian [Ano93]. Notable [Wol16].

Notation [Bab22e, Bab30f, Bab51b, Bab56c, Bab56g, BCKS+83, BRG+87, BEG+87, Fra81, Bab89a, Byr38, CK89l].

Note [Ano61, Bab17b, Bab22c, Bab51c, Bab52, Ben16, Rei68]. Notebooks [Wil81a].

Note [Ano61, Bab17b, Bab22c, Bab30f, Bab51b, Bab56c, Bab56g, BCKS+83, BRG+87, BEG+87, Fra81, Bab89a, Byr38, CK89l].

Notebooks [Wil81a].

Notes [FF15, KM12, Lov43, Ste84, Coh88, BHW +90, FF03a].

Notice [Bab27b].
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Notions [Men43].

Novelty [Dol98].

nuisances [Bab64a].

Number [Bab29c, Swa91a, Swa01c, Bab22f, Mat90].
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O [Bro86].

O. [BCKS+83, SBET85].

Obituary [Ano71c, Ano71d]. Object [Par96].

Observations [Bab17c, HB22, Bab22d, Bab22e, Bab24a, Bab30c, Bab34c, Bab46a, Bab47a, Bab56b, Bab56c, Bab56f, Bab60a, Bab68, Her31b, Bab34a].

Observatory [Ano90, She54, She60, THVV88].

Observed [Bab52]. observers [Jen85]. Observing [Bab03b]. occasion [Sen71]. Occulting [Bab51c, Bab55e]. Occurrence [Bab57].

Ocean [Bab56d].

October [AFI72].

Old [Ano91e]. Ole [Van85, Wil86].

OM [Lew03].

O'Neill [Sus11].

open [OLCJ91]. Operation [Com47]. operations [Lew07].

operators [NZ02].

Ophthalmoscope [Lyo40, Ric02].

Ophthalmoscope [Bab54e, Jon54]. Optici [BM23]. Optics [BM23]. Oral [BRG+87, AB86].

Origin [Ano61, Bab60b, BCKS+83, Fra81, Byr38].

Original [Bab35a].

Origins [Ano91c, CW91, Ran82b, Swa13, PP79].

Other [Bab17c, Kill10, Ano26, Bab30c, Coh88, MM61b, Tuk72].

Outils [Bab34g].

ouvrage [BdL80].

Overcoming [THVV88].

Oxford [Sus11].

P [Bab29c, Pan63, Bab43a, For75]. P.

[Arc47].

Packings [SBET85].

Padua [Sus11].

pages [Wor87].

Palmer [Ano91c].

Pandemonium [Jen85].

Paper [Bab34a, Ben16, Lov43].

Papers [Ano91d, Bab31c, Bab10c, Ran82b, Van80, Bab89b, Bab89c, Bab89d, Bab91f, Bro91, CK89h, CK89l, CK89m, CK89n, Gre06, Bab97].

Parallel [Bab68].

Parliamentary [Gre06].

Part [Ste95, Bab16a, Bab43a, Bab97, Mar25, Mar86].

Parts [Sha10].

Pascal [Gol72, Gol93].

Passages [Bab64b, Bab68, Bab69, Bab89e, Bab91a, Bab94, BV07, Bab11, CK89l, Wil95].

Passaggi [BV07, Seg08].

Passion [Mad86].

past [Ber64, Ber81, Mat90].

Peacock [Bec80, Dub77, Wil90].

Peerage [Bab56f].

Peggy [Twe93, Ano00].

Pentium [Ano93].

Penzias [CW91].

people [Wil16, OLCJ91].

perfection [CK01a, CM98, Ash02].

Permanent [Ano80].

Personal [Atk00, CSW90, Wil16].

Perspective [BEG+87, CM11, Nor01].

Perspectives [Wil92a, Wil16].

Peter [BR89, CK89l, CK89r].

Peters [BCKS+83].

pharaohs [Pin06].

Phil [Bar00a, Bar00b].

Philip [Boo62, Fra63a, W.62, Wil64, Fra63b].

Philosoph [Hym87].

Philosopher [Bab64b, Bab69, Bab89e, Bab94, BV07, Bab11, Hym87, Bab68, Bab91a, CK89j, Rat52, Wil95].

Philosophers [Bab29a, GP08].

Philosophical [Bab30j, Sny11, BR89, CK89q, CK89r].

Philosophy [Hal09, GST01].

physicists [Mac19].

Pickering [Twe89b].

Picturing [Pad17].

piece [OLCJ91].

Pink [Bab52].

Pioneer [Gri06, Hil85, Hym87, O'D85a, O'H82, Ric83, Smi83, Tro84, W.86, Wil91a, Hym82a, Hym82b, Jon91, KT99, Lew07, Ros94a, Smi10, Wil77, Ano82b, BHW+90, O'D85b].

Pioneers [Mat91, Wei88, O'B93, O'B93].

piracy [Col98].

PKWare [Bar00a, Bar00b].

political [Mus06]. politica [Bab35d].

Political [Ber82, Bab35d]. popular [Ano26].

Porisms [Bab23a, Bab30g]. portion [Coh88]. portrait [FF03b]. pour [Bab55f]. Power [Dot97].

powerful [Bla02]. Powers [Bab37c, Bab82a]. Pozzuoli [Bab34a, Bab34c, Bab46a, Bab47a]. Pp [CK01b, Cro04b, Twe91, Twe92, Twe93, Ano91a, Ano91c, Bro86, Dis91, Fri92, PP79, BCKS+83, BHW+90]. progress [OLCJ91]. Projections [Bab52]. promises [Ano10a].
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